










































Construction of a Printing Block Digital Archive 




This dissertation studies printing blocks whose ideas haven’t been established in 
bibliography, addressing how we can use them as research resources. 
 
Chapter One provides the basis on how to use printing blocks as research 
resources for studies of block print publications. The chapter demonstrates how 
digital archiving is applicable as well as valuable for the research of printing blocks. 
 
Chapter Two analyzes physical structure of printing blocks. The chapter argues 
the necessity of “Bibliography for Printing Blocks,” mentioning how to observe their 
physical structure. 
 
Chapter Three focuses on printed books. Investigation of various kinds of paper 
and heights of kyokaku, framing blocks, gives us a hint on how many sheets (chô) 
can be included within a printing block. 
 
Chapter Four examines publishing records of the publisher Sasaki Sôshirô. These 
help us understand customs of the publishing industry in the early modern era and 
provenances of printing blocks. The chapter argues the necessity to collate the 
information with multiple publishing records to settle actual facts. 
 
Chapter Five examines printing blocks for Shôkiken Bokuchiku-fu. The printing 
blocks used for the first edition of this book ended up in Nara University Museum. 
Tracing the route enables us to notice some keywords for researching the publishing 
industry in the Edo period. 
 
Chapter Six investigates a peculiar type of printing blocks for Jikkan-shô. 
Examination of them with books and publishing records reveals how and why this 
peculiar type was used, as well as the relationship between a temple and a publisher, 
and an intermediary publisher between them. 
 
In short, this dissertation demonstrates how printing blocks are important as 
research materials, provides a printing block digital archive as a shared platform 
among researchers, and proposes new methods for bibliography. The research hopes 
to contribute to advancement in publication research and bibliography, which 
hopefully furthers literary research. 
